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INTRODUCTION and CONTACT LIST 
 

 
Thank you for choosing Contract Metal Products for your sheet metal fabrication needs. 
 
Over the past 20 years we have encouraged our customers to utilize our extensive hands-on 
experience through “early supplier involvement”. We have been able to assist engineers in 
developing a strategy for a low cost, manufacturable design, with little or no tooling.  This has been 
instrumental in decreasing cost, lead-time, customer build cycles, and future modifications. 
 
During these early supplier involvement conversations, it is our experience that the same types of 
questions about sheet metal fabrication arise frequently. The purpose of this booklet is to organize 
some of our observations and suggestions into a reference manual for engineering support. Although 
we have tried to anticipate and answer common questions here, questions specific to your project 
may not be answered in this booklet. If this is the case, please feel free to contact any of the people 
listed below. 
 
Main #                                                                           510-979-0000 
 
John Young 
President/CEO                                                              510-979-4801 
jyoung@cmetal.com      
 
Gary Gilbert 
Engineering Support     510-979-4803 
gilbert@cmetal.com  
 

Matt Bostaph                                                                  
Estimating/General Manager    510-979-4802 
mbostaph@cmetal.com    fax:  510-979-0003 
 
Hector Parra 
Quality Assurance Manager                                          510-979-4804 
hparra@cmetal.com 
 
Jeani Johns 
HR/Accounting                                                               510-979-4806 
jjohns@cmetal.com                                          fax:     510-979-0004 
 
 
 
Questions or request for quotes can be sent to mbostaph@cmetal.com. 
 
CAD files and/or silkscreen artwork files can be sent to gilbert@cmetal.com. 
 

For an overview of our company’s history, our quality record, etc., visit our website at  
www.contractmetals.com. 
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BLUEPRINTS and ELECTRONIC FILES 
 
We can accept a variety of electronic drawing file formats. 

CAD file formats – used to manufacture products: 
   .dwg  AutoCAD drawing 
   .dxf  DXF Data eXchange Format 
   .sldprt  Solidworks part file 
   .slddrw Solidworks drawing file 
   .sldasm Solidworks assembly file 
 Graphics file formats – used to produce silkscreen artwork: 
   .ai  Adobe Illustrator 
   .cdr  Corel Draw 
 
Electronic files can be sent to CMP via e-mail at gilbert@cmetal.com 
 
Blueprints and Electronic Files should include: 
 Part number or identification 
 Revision level 
 Material requirements and specifications 

Finish requirements and specifications 
Cosmetic class 
Hardware requirements and specifications 
Tapping, countersink, etc. requirements and specifications 
Assembly requirements and specifications 
 

Standard industry tolerances are .xx +- .02 and .xxx +- .010 inches. 
 
Feature blocks and machining blocks are typically not necessary for drawings of sheetmetal parts. 

Finish and cosmetic class notes should specify the surface(s) to which they apply. 
 
Remembering to specify the proper cosmetic class can save your company money. When cosmetic 
class is not specified, the standard default is Class B. This may be inappropriate for parts that are not 
subject to end user scrutiny. 
 
Cosmetic Class definitions: 
 

 Class A: A surface finish with a highly decorative cosmetic value. 
 Class B: A surface finish with a moderately decorative cosmetic value. 
 Class C: A surface finish with no decorative cosmetic value. 
 
Note: Class B parts (both steel and aluminum) with no grain callout can be tumbled for better cost 
effectiveness. 
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LASER CUTTING 
 

 
Laser cutting machines can accurately produce complex exterior contours. The laser beam is typically 
.008 in. diameter at the cutting surface with a power of 4000 watts. 
 
 
Laser cutting can be complementary to the CNC Punching process. The CNC Punching process can 
readily produce internal features such as holes whereas the laser cutting process can produce 
external complex features easily. 
 
Laser cutting takes direct input in the form of electronic data from a CAD drawing to produce flat form 
parts of great complexity. With 3-axis control, the laser cutting process can profile parts after they 
have been formed. 
 
Lasers work best on materials such as carbon steel or stainless steels. Metals such as aluminum and 
copper alloys are more difficult to cut due to their ability to reflect the light as well as absorb and 
conduct heat.  
 
Design Considerations: 

 Lasers cut by melting the material in the beam path. Materials that are heat treatable will get 
case hardened at the cut edges. This may be beneficial if the hardened edges are functionally 
desirable in the finished parts. However, if further machining operations such as threading are 
required, then hardening is a problem. 

 

 A hole cut with a laser has an entry diameter larger than the exit diameter, creating a slightly 
tapered hole. 

 

 The minimum radius for slot corners is 0.030 in. The minimum hole sizes are related to stock 
thickness and can be as low as 20% of the stock thickness, with a minimum of .010 in. dia. for 
up to .075 in. thickness. Contrast this with normal punching operations with the recommended 
minimum hole size of 1.2 times the stock thickness. 

 

 Considerable economies can be obtained by nesting parts, and cutting along common lines. In 
addition, secondary deburring operations can be reduced or eliminated. 
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WELDING 
 

Spot Welding 
 

Used on Aluminum, SST, and CRS up to .120” thick. Spot welding can provide Class A results on all 
materials*, except #8 Mirror Finish. Any heat applied to this material will cause visible distortion. 
 

* However, too many spot welds may cause surface distortion. 
 

Galvanized materials are very difficult to spot weld. Also, welding galvanized material produces toxic 
fumes. 
 

Stud Welding 
 

Stud welding will produce a Class A appearance on the opposite side of materials (except #8 Mirror 
Finish). We recommend using mild steel or stainless steel weld studs on CRS, HRS, or SST. 
 

We do not recommend using aluminum weld studs, as these do not have adequate weld strength. 
Diameters should be 4-40 up to ¼ inch. Length should be ¼ inch to 1 ¼ inch. We recommend not 
using odd length studs (e.g. 5/16, 7/16, 9/16) whenever possible. These lengths are either not readily 
available or must be purchased in large quantities (the cost for which must be passed on to the 
customer). Weld studs are typically available in incremental lengths of 1/8 inch. When looking in a 
catalogue, one should not assume the material is in stock or available. Call the supplier or CMP to 
check the availability of any materials. 
 

MIG (Metal Inert Gas) Welding 
 

Used on CRS and HRS, usually from .120 sheet up to heavy wall tubing and plate. 
 

MIG welds adjacent to tube radii can receive multiple passes for flush grinding without much weld 
shrinkage. Single pass, slightly under filled welds, however, are more cost effective and will produce 
an acceptable cosmetic appearance. 
 

Remember to note the side of any joints to be welded. 
 

Cosmetics versus strength required should be considered when determining the number of skip 
welds called out. Try to allow flexibility in weld spacing. 
 

TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) Welding 
 

Used on CRS, HRS, SST, aluminum, inconel, copper, copper-nickel, silver soldering, and for brazing 
copper, or brass or stainless to copper. 
 

TIG welding produces a nice weld appearance at the expense of higher heat and distortion on 
continuously welded sheet metal parts. We suggest avoiding continuous welding, except when 
necessary (i.e. for RF shielding). Alternate tab and key construction will give you more accurate 
locating, as well as prevent fillet weld distortion. 
 

Spot welding may be more practical if you need to create a distortion and/or blemish free part. If so, 
we suggest adding spotweld flanges wherever clearance is not an issue. 
 

TIG welding on radiused tubing members should be single pass, cosmetic appearance, slightly 
convex, and ground only to eliminate high spots. 
 

Remember to note the side of any joints to be welded. 
 

Cosmetics versus strength required should be considered when determining the number of skip 
welds called out. Try to allow flexibility in weld spacing, with the minimum number and size of welds 
required. 
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HARDWARE 
 

PEM brand fasteners are the industry standard for hardware used in sheet metal products. PEM 
publishes product bulletins every year. We recommend consulting only current catalogs when 
choosing hardware. 
 
Material hardness should be considered when choosing hardware. The most commonly used 
stainless steel (304) has a hardness rating of HRB 90 on the Rockwell B scale.  
 
The Rockwell Hardness Test presses a steel or diamond hemisphere-conical penetrator against a test 
specimen and measures the resulting indentation depth as a gage of the specimen hardness. The harder the 
material, the higher the HR reading.  
In the test, a minor load (10 kgf) is first applied, and the test dial (measuring the indention depth) is reset to 
zero. Then a major load (60, 100, or 150 kgf) is applied to create the full indention. The major load is reduced 
back to the minor load, and the indention depth measurement is taken.  
The penetrator is usually 1/16 inch in diameter, although larger diameters (such as 1/8 inch) may be used for 
softer metals. 
 
PEM Studs and Standoffs 
 
TYPE NOTES 
 
AC Must be tackwelded after installation in stainless steel. 
 
BSOS, SOS Must be tackwelded after installation in stainless steel. 
 
CFHA, CFHC, 
CHA, CHC, 
CSOS Concealed-head studs and standoffs. Requires machined counterbores and tackwelding, 

resulting in higher fabrication costs and lead times. 
 
FH4 Relatively new. Replaces FHS. Limited to 4-40 to 10-32, also has material thickness limitations 

of .040 to .095. Does not have to be tackwelded after installation in stainless steel. 
 
FHS Must be tackwelded after installation in stainless steel. 
 
LAC Must be tackwelded after installation in stainless steel. 
 
PF30, PF31, 
PF32 Must be tackwelded after installation in stainless steel. Cannot be passivated or plated. Cannot 

be repaired if damaged or knocked out after being installed in aluminum. 
 
PF, PFC Must be tackwelded after installation in stainless steel. Cannot be repaired if damaged or 

knocked out after being installed in aluminum. 
 
PFC2, PFCP, 
PFS2 Cannot be passivated or plated. Cannot be repaired if damaged or knocked out after being 

installed in aluminum. 
 
TFH, TFHS Must be tackwelded after installation in stainless steel.  
 

When looking in a catalogue, one should not assume the material is in stock or available. Call 
the supplier or CMP to check the availability of any materials. 
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HARDWARE, continued 
 
 

PEM Nuts 
 
TYPE  NOTES 
 
CLA Used in Aluminum. Not common. Not readily available. Cannot be repaired if damaged or 

knocked out. 
 
F Must be tackwelded after installation in stainless steel. 
 
FE, FEX, 
FEO, FEOX Must be tackwelded after installation in stainless steel. 
 
SP Used in stainless steel (HRB 90 or less). Does not have to be tackwelded in sheet thicknesses 

of .030 to .120 and thread sizes of 4-40 to 10-32. We always tackweld ¼-20 and up on all PEM 
nuts. 

 
We suggest using PEM nuts instead of weld nuts whenever possible. 
 
Whenever possible, hardware should be installed before plating or paint. 
 
When designing for hardware, leave enough room for installation (return flanges, etc.) or create 
access holes from the opposite side to install the hardware. 
 
Rivets 
 
POP brand rivets are the industry standard for rivets used in sheet metal products. Cherry brand 
rivets are not as common. 
 
We suggest using pop rivets instead of solid rivets whenever possible. 
 
When designing for rivets, leave enough room for a rivet gun to be used for installation. 
 
When looking in a catalogue, one should not assume the material is in stock or available. Call 
the supplier or CMP to check the availability of any materials. 
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES 
 
Prototype and Modification 
 
When modifying stock parts, such as Zero cans, Hoffman enclosures, or other parts supplied by a 
third party, bear in mind that these parts vary in overall dimensions by as much as .06”. Therefore, 
tolerances cannot be practically applied to lead in dimensions and overalls. We suggest using notes 
such as “tolerances apply within patterns”. 
 
Feel free to call Matt Bostaph at 510-979-4802 to check availability of any gaskets, adhesives, 
uncommon materials, etc. 
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SURFACE TREATMENTS 
 
Alodine is a chemical conversion process whereby aluminum is coated with a chromate film for 
atmospheric corrosion resistance. Alodine coatings provide an excellent electrically conductive 
surface. Often used as a primer for paint. Alodine plating will reveal weld discoloration in TIG-welded 
aluminum resulting in less than a Class A appearance. 
 
Anodizing is an electrochemical conversion process, usually performed on aluminum for protection 
and cosmetic purposes. This process builds up an oxide both on the surface as well as into the metal. 
This oxide layer can be made in different colors depending on the post chemistries employed. 
Anodized coatings are usually dielectric (nonconductive) in nature. Anodizing provides high corrosion 
resistance. Anodize plating will reveal weld discoloration in TIG-welded aluminum resulting in less 
than a Class A appearance. 
 
Electroless Nickel Plating is a process whereby nickel is deposited on a substrate (the part) via an 
autocatalytic chemical reaction. The deposition rate is normally .0005 - .001 inches in thickness, 
however the coating is usually less than .002 inches in thickness due to the slow deposition rate. 
Plating thickness tends to be uniform compared to electroplating due to the absence of electric fields 
and the associated problems in making them uniform.  
 
Electroplating is an electrochemical process by which metal is deposited on a substrate (the part) by 
passing an electrical current through an electrolyte bath. 
 
Passivation is the removal of exogenous iron or iron compounds from the surface of a stainless steel 
by means of a chemical dissolution, most typically by a treatment with a nitric acid solution, which will 
remove the surface contamination but will not significantly affect the stainless steel itself. This 
process is necessary when surface contaminants may impair the normal corrosion resistance, or 
result in the later contamination of the particular stainless steel grade, or cause product 
contamination. This process is recommended when free iron, oxide scale, rust, grease, oil, 
carbonaceous or other residual chemical films, soil, particles, metal chips, dirt, or other nonvolatile 
deposits might adversely affect the metallurgical or sanitary condition or stability of a surface, the 
mechanical operation of a part, component, or system, or contaminate a process fluid.  
 
Powder coating 
It is very difficult to achieve Class A results with smooth powder coat. This coating will show material 
imperfections, stud heads, etc. without at least two coats of special metallic filler underneath it. This 
means that smooth powder coat will cost at least twice as much as a textured coating or smooth 
paint.  
Notes stating “Dimensions apply after paint” are not practical. There are too many variables affecting 
paint and coating thickness (especially powder coat). Paint thickness can vary .003 to .008”. 
 
 
Notes: 
   
Rack holes and locations where clamp marks are acceptable should be noted whenever possible. 
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COMMON MATERIALS 
 
Cold Rolled Steel (CRS) 
 

Gauge  Thickness 
 

 22  .029 
 21  .032 
 20  .035 
 18  .047 
 16  .059 
 14  .074 
 12  .104 
 11  .119 
 10  .134 
   7  .179 
  (3/16’”)  .187 (use A36) 
  (1/4”)  .250 (use A36) 
 
Stainless Steel (SST) 304 

 

Gauge  Thickness 
 

 22  .030 
 20  .036 
 18  .048 
 16  .060 
 14  .075 
 13  .090 
 12  .105 
 11  .120 
 10  .140 
   7  .187 
  (1/4”)  .250 

 
Note: 316L SST is more costly and has longer 
lead times. 

 
Sheet metal thickness gages are based on a 
weight of 41.82 pounds per square foot per 
inch of thickness. This is known as the 
Manufacturers' Standard Gage for Sheet Steel, 
and is primarily used for sheet steel. A 10 gage 

steel sheet, which has a thickness of 0.1345 
inch, will weigh 41.82 x 0.1345 = 5.625 pounds 
per square foot. Thicknesses will be different 
for other materials such as aluminum and 
brass. 

Aluminum 5052-H32 
 

Gauge  Thickness 
 

 20  .032 
 18  .040 
 16  .050 
 14  .063 
 12  .080 
 11  .090 
 10  .100 
  (1/8”)  .125 
  (3/16’”)  .187  
  (1/4”)  .250 
 
Note: Aluminum is usually called out by 
thickness, not gauge. 
 
Bend radii for Aluminum 6061-T6 should 
always be 1.5 times the material thickness 
to prevent cracking. We do not recommend 
bending any 6061-T6 material. If it must be 
used, try to use a thinner material with a 
large bend radius (e.g. >.125). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When looking in a catalogue, one should 
not assume the material is in stock or 
available. Call the supplier or CMP to 
check the availability of any materials. 
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FACILITIES LIST 
 
Programming / Engineering Support 

 5 (3-D) Metalsoft Programming stations available 
 DWG, DXF, and SLD CAD file formats readily accepted 
 Direct DNC down loading to our punching centers 

 
We can accept a variety of electronic drawing file formats. 

CAD file formats – used to manufacture products: 
    

.dwg  AutoCAD drawing 
   .sld  Solidworks 
   .prt  Pro-E and Cadkey 
   .dxf  CAD standard format 
   .iges  CAD standard format 
   .step  CAD standard format 
 

Graphics file formats – used to produce silkscreen artwork: 
   .ai  Adobe Illustrator 
   .cdr  Corel Draw 
 
Electronic files can be sent to CMP via e-mail at gilbert@cmetal.com 
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FACILITIES LIST, continued 
 
Shearing 

 Amada 6’ 1/4” Shear with NC control 
 Roper Whitney 12 gauge Shear 
 Roper Whitney 16 gauge Notcher 

 

 
 
Punching 

 Computer assisted programming systems (11 each) 
 

     Sheet Size *           __   # of Stations  
 Trumpf 500   120.00X by    63.000Y  21 Multi Tool  
 Amada King Pega 345 (2) 50.00X   by    40.000Y  58 
 Amada 357   72.00X   by    50.000Y  58 
 Strippit 750 Super   72.00X   by    30.000Y    1 
 OBI 25 Ton Punch Press 
 OBI 10 Ton Punch Press 
 OBI   5 Ton Punch Press 

*without repositioning sheet 
 
 
 
Laser Cutting 

 Amada Gemini 4000 watts 120x60 with Pallet Changer 
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FACILITIES LIST, continued 
 

 
 
Forming 
       Length    Tonnage 

 Amada Fine Bender   10’    110 
with 3 axis X,Y,Z CNC back gauging 

 Amada RG 125    10’    125 
with 3 axis X,Y,Z CNC back gauging 

 Amada RG 100    10’    100 
with 3 axis X,Y,Z CNC back gauging 

 Amada RG 80-S (3)     6’      80 
with 3 axis X,Y,Z CNC back gauging 

 Amada RG 35-S      4’      35 
with 3 axis X,Y,Z CNC back gauging 

 Trumpf TrumaBend V50 (2)    4’      50 
with 3 axis X,Y,Z CNC back gauging 

 Trumpf Trumabend V130   10’    130 
with 3 axis X,Y,Z CNC back gauging 

 Diacro       8’      35 
with dial back gauging 

 

Machining 
 1 Haas VF-2 CNC Milling Machines 
 1 Matsura MC660V CNC Milling Machine 
 2 Matsura MC500V CNC Milling Machines 
 9 Bridgeport Series “1” Milling Machines  
 2 Moriseiki SL-1 CNC lathes 
 1 Moriseiki MS-850 lathe 
 3 Hardinge HC Chuckers with complete accessory tooling and support equipment  
 1 Hardinge Tool Room lathe 
 2 Clausing Drill Presses 
 3 Walker Turner Drill Presses 
 4 Delta Drill Presses 
 Mobile FlexArm for drilling and tapping (frames) 
 Complete accessory tooling and support equipment 
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FACILITIES LIST, continued 
 
Prototype 
 We maintain a separate, fully staffed, fully equipped Prototype cell for your modify and quickturn needs 

 Wysong 4’ 10 gauge Shear  
 Strippit 750 Super Punch Press 
 Boschert 1/4” Corner Notcher 
 Amada RG 35-s Press Brake with 3 axis X, Y, Z CNC back gauging  

 

Hardware 
 Haeger Press HP 6-B 
 Haeger Press HP 618 1L (2 each) 
 Haeger Press HP 6-B with auto feed 
 Autosert 4s 7.5 

 
Graining and Cutting 

 REM 36” Grainer 
 Burlington 24” Grainer 
 Samco 10’ Stroke Sander (6 each) 
 Burrking 2’ Belt Sander 
 Kalamazoo Semi-Automatic Cold Saw 
 DoAll 36” Band Saw 
 DoAll 24” Band Saw 
 Everett 20” Cutoff Saw 
 Miscellaneous Sanding and Grinding equipment 
 Tumbler (2 each) 
 #8 Mirror Polishing Equipment 
 

 
Welding 

 13 fully setup weld booths 

 TIG (12 each) 

 MIG (2 each) 

 Oxy Acetylene (2 each) 

 Propane 

 Soldering 

 Steel / Stainless Steel Spot welder 

 200 KVA Aluminum Spot welder 1/8“ – 1/8” 
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FACILITIES LIST, continued 
 
Silkscreen 

 Complete in-house operation, including creation of artwork 

 .AI and .CDR graphics file formats readily accepted 
 
Inspection 

 Set-up and In-Process inspection at every operation 
 Metalsoft Fabrivision Optical Inspection (Fully integrated and automated flat pattern inspection 

system) 
 Surface Plates: 48 x 72” and 36 x 48” 
 Height Gages: 18”, 24”, 40” 
 6” – 60” vernier calipers; pin gages, thread gages, etc. 
 All inspection equipment is calibrated and traceable to N.I.S.T. 

 
Delivery Vehicles 

 4 Fully Enclosed, radio dispatched trucks: 
 1 24’ Hino 
 2 16’ Izusu 
 1 Ford van 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


